Abstract. Motion-induced blindness (MIB), the illusory disappearance of local targets against a moving mask, has been attributed to both low-level stimulus-based effects and high-level processes, involving selection between local and more global stimulus contexts. Prior work shows that MIB is modulated by binocular disparity-based depth-ordering cues. We assessed whether the depth effect is specific to disparity by studying how monocular 3-D surface from motion affects MIB. Monocular kinetic depth cues were used to create a global 3-D hourglass with concave and convex surfaces. MIB increased for stationary targets on the convex relative to the concave area, extending the role of 3-D cues. Interestingly, this convexity effect was limited to the left visual field-replicating spatial anisotropies in MIB. The data indicate a causal role of general 3-D surface coding in MIB, consistent with MIB being affected by high-level, visual representations.
Introduction
Motion-induced blindness (MIB) is a perceptual experience that involves periods of spontaneous temporary illusory disappearance of vivid local visual targets when surrounded by a moving mask (Bonneh et al 2001) . MIB has been reported for a variety of targets and kinetic masks (eg Bonneh et al 2001; Graf et al 2002; Hsu et al 2006 Hsu et al , 2010 Mitroff and Scholl 2005; Wallis and Arnold 2009) . Perceptual motion (real or illusory) in the mask seems necessary for inducing MIB (eg Bonneh et al 2001; Lages et al 2009; but see Hsu et al 2010; Wallis and Arnold 2008) . The effect is stronger for salient and attended targets (Bonneh et al 2001; Geng et al 2007; Schölvinck and Rees 2009) , ruling out reduced attention to the static items as an underlying cause.
The critical causal mechanisms of MIB are still under debate. However, it is clear that MIB depends on properties of both the local targets and their surrounding kinetic mask. Evidence for the sensitivity of MIB to the features of the local targets includes apparent low-level effects such as sensitivity of MIB to the target's saliency and boundary adaptation (Bonneh et al 2001; Hsu et al 2006) and higher-level effects such as the sensitivity of MIB to the complexity of the target shape and colour composition and to Gestalt grouping of the target elements (Bonneh et al 2001; Hsu et al 2010; Mitroff and Scholl 2005) . Evidence for the sensitivity of MIB to features of the surrounding mask includes findings indicating that motion of local elements of the mask-located close to the targets-is important for the effect (eg Wallis and Arnold 2009) . At the same time, other findings support modulation of MIB by configural-presumably intermediate or higher-level-properties of the mask, such as surface completion and the perceived relative depth of the mask in relation to the target elements (Graf et al 2002) . Evidence for surface completion effects was provided by Graf et al, who, using (moving) Kanizsa-like inducers as a mask, showed that MIB can be induced even when real moving elements do not appear in the vicinity of the local targets-for example, when the moving mask is an illusory surface generated through modal completion of the aligned distal inducers (see also Lages et al 2009) . Moreover, the above-mentioned sensitivity of MIB to disparity-based depth ordering can be observed not only using a real moving mask but also under conditions of modal surface completion of the mask. Importantly, in conditions where the configuration of the inducers does not lead to a perceived (illusory) surface, there is little MIB.
These findings of Graf et al suggest that MIB is not merely a consequence of local, low-level interactions between elements of the moving mask and the targets but rather that MIB is affected by both the global configuration of the mask and its 3-D/depth attributes. Graf et al provided a filling-in-like account for their findings, arguing that surface completion and depth-ordering cues (in which the surface is perceived as protruding relative to the local target) facilitate (illusory) perception of occlusion of the local target.
The idea that the disappearance of local stimuli can be induced or encouraged by the perceived protrusion of the mask is interesting since it suggests relatively high-level modulation of the effect. To understand better the role of protrusion in MIB, it is important to understand what kind of protrusion cues in the mask are effective in enhancing the MIB effect. For example, is the effect limited to disparity-based depth-ordering cues? In that case, the protrusion effect may be attributed to the role of some singular, low-level visual process. Or is the effect cue-invariant? Is the role of protrusion reflecting a later stage of scene processing-in which the percept of protrusion is established regardless of the visual features which led to a protrusion being perceived?
An example of perceived protrusion derived from cues very different from disparitybased depth-ordering cues is perceived protrusion generated by object convexity. Object surfaces are usually not planar but vary in their curvature. Some parts of the surface will be seen to protrude (being perceived as convex) relative to the main axis of the object, whereas other parts are seen as receding (concave). Unlike the depth-ordering cues, which provide information about how the locations of different objects vary in depth, here, object convexity cues inform us about relative depths within a given surface (Hoffman and Singh 1997; Orban 2011) . Also, the information about surface (3-D) curvature is more complex than information about the relative location of planar surfaces and/or local objects. Thus, demonstrating a role in MIB for protrusions based on surface (3-D) curvature would support a cue-invariant effect and the involvement of relatively high-level processing.
The primary purpose of our study was to evaluate whether there is a general sensitivity of MIB to 3-D configurations in the kinetic mask. Is the sensitivity of MIB limited to planar moving surfaces and binocular depth cues, or can MIB be modulated in a similar way by nonplanar moving surfaces and other types of 3-D/depth cues? To address this question, we investigated the sensitivity of MIB to monocular 3-D convexity cues in a nonplanarstructure-from-motion-mask.
A second objective of this study was to evaluate further the sensitivity of MIB to global patterns-rather than interactions between local elements-in the kinetic mask. The finding by Graf et al (2002) , that MIB is sensitive to modal surface completion, supports this suggestion. However, their study compared stimuli that differed in both the global (modal completion versus no surface completion) and local properties of the displays (the orientations of the inducers). In the present study we sought to minimise local differences across stimulus conditions to evaluate better the sensitivity of MIB to global patterns in the mask. This was done by using background masks derived from structure in motion, where local cues were equated across the convex and concave parts.
Results
We measured the frequency of reports of real and illusory disappearances of either or both of two yellow stationary targets, which were displayed on a mask of moving blue dots, while participants maintained fixation on a central red square. The arrangements and motion patterns of the mask's dots were such that the mask induced the global percept of a 3-D hourglass rotating around its main axis and tilted (0°, 45°, or 135° in the frontoparallel plane; figure 1a) . Importantly, the global pattern of the dot motion was such that a large area in one half of the hourglass, in one hemifield, was typically perceived as concave (receding), and an equivalent area in the other hemifield was typically perceived as convex (protruding). This was achieved by using monocular global kinetic depth cues, while ensuring that the 2-D local information was equated in the convex and concave areas (see section 4). The stationary local targets were located one within the concave and the other within the convex area of the mask, 2.5 deg away from fixation.
As expected, the detection rate for real target disappearances was good (> 4 out of 6 per trial) for all the participants. However, participants varied in the frequency of reported illusory disappearance events (0.5-16.5 and 0-12 single-target and both-target disappearances per trial, respectively). Here, we focus on reports of single-target illusory disappearances [10.2 ± 1.0 events per trial; the rate of report of illusory disappearances of both targets simultaneously was significantly lower (5.3 ± 0.8; p = 0.0005; paired t-test)]. Also, we considered only data from participants who reported more than 4 single-dot illusory disappearances per trial (see section 4).
We compared the frequency (number per trial) of illusory single-target disappearances in the different mask convexity conditions and target locations using a repeated-measures ANOVA with the within-subject factors being mask convexity (convex/concave) and hemifield (left/right) (the data were collapsed across the different hourglass tilt conditions). The analysis revealed a significant effect of convexity (F 1, 14 = 6.77, p = 0.021, h 2 = 0.33), reflecting an overall higher frequency of reporting the illusory disappearance of a target when it was located within the convex-compared with the concave-part of the rotating hourglass mask. Unexpectedly, this effect was accompanied by a hemifield effect: more frequent illusory target disappearances of targets located in the left visual field (F 1, 14 = 11.45, p = 0.004, h 2 = 0.45; figure 1b). The interaction between the two main effects failed to reach significance (F 1, 14 = 2.64, p = 0.127, h 2 = 0.16). However, the graph in the main panel of figure 1b illustrates an apparently clear trend toward a stronger convexity effect in the left visual field and a minimal effect in the right. Although that graph cannot directly inform us about a within-subject interaction (as the MIB data are averaged separately for each condition), we ran further t-tests separately for the left and right hemifields, comparing MIB in concave versus convex conditions (using paired t-tests). These comparisons confirmed a significant convexity effect in the left (t 14 = 2.712, p = 0.017)-but not in the right-visual field (t 14 = 0.67, p = 0.514; figure 1c ).
Additionally, we evaluated the consistency of the 3-D percept in a separate block of trials, by asking participants to report the location of the concave area in the mask (ignoring the targets; see section 4). The location of the perceived concave area of the kinetic (hourglass) mask tended to conform to the global monocular depth cues embedded in the mask. The accumulated time in which the reported perceived concave side corresponded with the embedded global monocular depth cues was 77% ± 6%, 78% ± 5% and 75% ± 6% of the overall accumulated key-press time in the 0°, 45° , and 135° hourglass tilt conditions, respectively. Only one participant showed a tendency to report concavity for either part of the hourglass-independently of the actual depth cues-in two of the three tilt conditions. Excluding this participant from the (overall) MIB analysis maintained the main effects of convexity (F 1, 13 = 8.86, p = 0.011, h 2 = 0.41) and hemifield (F 1, 13 = 11.432, p = 0.005, h 2 = 0.47), but led to higher main effects of convexity, consistent with a role of global 3-D perception in MIB. The reports of two additional participants included identifying many cases of single-side concavity-which conformed to the percept expected from the global depth cues-but also many trials in which both parts of the hourglass were identified as concave. Excluding also these latter participants from the MIB analysis still maintained the main effects of convexity (F 1, 11 = 5.12, p = 0.045, h 2 = 0.32) and hemifield (F 1, 11 = 13.7, p = 0.003, h 2 = 0.56), but the convexity effect size was slightly reduced, possibly due to the small sample size. Unsurprisingly (given the relatively high tendency for participants to report according to the proposed depth cues), there was no significant correlation across participants between the percentage of the accumulated period that participants reported the appropriate In the actual display the stimulus was presented over a black background. The random dot mask (here black) was blue, the static targets (here white) were yellow, and the fixation square (here black) was red. The small dots in the mask had circular motion (either clockwise or anticlockwise), trajectories which are illustrated by broken lines in the image below the snapshot. The pattern of motion gave rise to a percept of a 3-D rotating hourglass, having a concave surface on one side (here the upper left) and a convex surface on the other side (here the lower right). The two targets were stationary, one presented in the concave and the other in the convex area in the mask. Bottom: schematic illustration of the three possible hourglass tilts. (b) Overall convexity and visual-field effects. Note that, here, data points present the means across all participants and thus do not directly inform about within-subject field effects. Both within-subject main effects were significant. concavity and the frequency of MIB in any of the tilt conditions (r = -0.21, 0.01, and -0.08 for 0°, 45°, and 135°, respectively; p > 0.05). Together, the concavity localisation data support the argument that MIB (in the main experiment) is, indeed, causally linked to the perceived convexity/concavity in the mask.
Discussion
Our MIB data reveal that, overall, illusory disappearance of the local targets occurs more frequently when a target is located at a region of the mask which is perceived as having a convex compared with a concave 3-D surface. This supports the suggestion that 3-D/depth surface processing plays a causal role in MIB modulation. The finding is in accord with the results reported by Graf et al (2002) that MIB is modulated by the depth ordering of the kinetic mask relative to the local targets. In both studies the MIB effect was stronger when the surrounding mask was perceived as more protruding compared with when it was perceived as receding in depth. Importantly, this general similarity between the findings arises despite the very different visual scenes and features which were employed for depth cues in each study-binocular disparity in Graf et al and 'monocular' structure-from-motion cues here. These 3-D-related features are likely to be processed by different mechanisms at least at earlier stages of visual processing. For example, local disparity is likely already coded in low-level areas V1 and V2, whereas human brain imaging studies have consistently failed to show direct involvement of these areas in processing 3-D structure from motion (Beer et al 2009; Orban 2011) .
Our study and that of Graf et al (2002) also differed in the level of complexity of the 3-D pattern in the mask. Graf et al focused on simple depth ordering of a frontoparallel planar surface. This type of depth information is important for figure-ground segregation. Although surfaces can encompass a large region in space, much evidence suggests that (frontoparallel) planar surfaces in depth can be detected and 'delineated' locally from local boundary and surface cues (Nakayama et al 1995) and are coded at (relatively) early stages of visual processing (Albright and Stoner 2002; Andersen and Bradley 1998; Bakin et al 2000; Orban 2008; Peterhans and von der Heydt 1989) . Interestingly, Hsu et al (2010) have found similar effects of depth ordering on illusory disappearances using local monocular cues. On the other hand, our study focused on a more complex 3-D context, which involved variation in depth curvature across the surface of the hourglass mask rather than a depth ordering between a particular surface and outer reference location(s). The processing of 3-D surface from motion is thought to depend on relatively high-level ventral and dorsal visual areas as well as on the intermediate region of MT/V5 (Andersen and Bradley 1998; Orban 2011) . Moreover, the local spatiotemporal conditions of the elements making the concave and convex regions were equated, so that local (low-level) processing was unlikely to account for our finding. Taken together, the similar effect of very different 3-D/depth cues and configuration complexity on MIB supports the proposal that the sensitivity of MIB to 3-D perceptual interpretation is cue-invariant.
Previously, it has been suggested that MIB and perceptual filling-in share a common mechanism of boundary adaptation (Hsu et al 2006) . Our study was not designed to test this suggestion. However, the fact that our local visual conditions (convex and concave elements) were equated for their local properties rules out the possibility that the modulation of MIB by convexity is due to boundary adaptation. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the fact that 3-D cues have a modulating role in MIB does not exclude the possibility that other factors also contribute to the phenomenon.
In addition to showing effects of convexity, our analysis indicates that the effect of 3-D configuration on MIB was not uniform across the visual field but was largely restricted to the left visual field. Moreover, this interaction between 3-D configuration and visual field effect was on top of the main effect of hemifield (namely, more frequent reports of MIB in the left visual field). The spatial anisotropy here is consistent with previous reports about MIB being stronger in the left hemifield (Bonneh et al 2001; Geng et al 2007) . Given the positive effect of attention on MIB (eg Bonneh et al 2001; Geng et al 2007; Schölvinck and Rees 2009 ), a possible explanation for the greater effectiveness of the left hemifield in inducing MIB is that participants are biased in their allocation of spatial attention, favouring the left visual field. In addition, prior evidence suggests an involvement of the right hemisphere in tasks which demand attention to global (whole) stimulus configurations (eg Fink et al 1999; Han et al 2002) , which might additionally bias attention to the left side. Furthermore, according to this account, the role of 3-D mask patterns in MIB may be in modulating the amount of attention allocated to the mask surrounding the target, rather than MIB being determined directly by the properties of the mask (concave or convex). That is, particularly in the left visual field, more attention might be allocated to an area of the mask that is perceived as protruding, rather than receding. Although this suggested explanation is currently speculative, it provides a consistent and parsimonious account for the roles of both 3-D/depth cues and visual field in MIB.
Summary
Overall, our study provides evidence that the frequency of illusory disappearance of local targets (ie MIB) can be modulated by global monocular 3-D convexity cues in the dynamic mask. This evidence adds to previous findings on the effects of disparity-based depth ordering on MIB: there are stronger MIB effects in conditions where the surface surrounding the target(s) is protruding compared with where it is receding relative to external or internal reference points. These results support a role for general, cue-invariant, 3-D surface representations in MIB. In addition our findings add to previous findings about spatial anisotropies in MIB and show that spatial anisotropy extends to the effect of 3-D surface convexity.
Method

Participants
Twenty healthy participants with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part. However, data considered for analysis are from fifteen participants (18-21 years old; fourteen females), after exclusion of five participants due to very low MIB frequency (G 4 single-dot illusory disappearances per trial; see below). All the participants gave their informed consent and received course credit for their participation. The study was carried out in accordance with the ethical regulations of the University of Birmingham and with the World Medical Association Helsinki Declaration as revised in October 2008.
Apparatus and stimuli
Visual stimuli were generated using Matlab with PsychToolBox (version 2.54; Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997) and displayed on a Dell Trinitron 21″ flat CRT monitor (ASUSX1300, ATI Radeon Graphic Processor; 1280 × 1024 pixels; 85 Hz refresh rate). All the stimuli were viewed from 57 cm (using a chin-rest) in a dimly lit room.
Each stimulus comprised two small stationary yellow disks (targets; radius: 0.15 deg) surrounded by a moving blue dot pattern (mask; 7 deg × 13.7 deg) and a central red fixation square (0.4 deg × 0.4 deg). The targets were always visible, except for six short occurrences of real disappearance per trial (see below). Different trials varied in hourglass rotation direction (clockwise and anticlockwise) and tilt (0°, 45°, and 135°), and their order was counterbalanced across participants. To create the hourglass pattern, a set of 25 (imaginary) 2-D circular trajectories were prepared, centred along a (virtual) main axis but shifted at equal intervals along that axis. The radii of the trajectories varied as a square root function of the distance from the display centre (between 1 deg and 3.4 deg). Each trajectory included 15 blue dots pseudorandomly redistributed per trajectory each trial (and participant). All the dots rotated within their assigned trajectory at a constant angular speed (~ 0.3 cycle s -1 ). This kinetic pattern evoked a percept of a tilted 3-D transparent hourglass. To minimise depth ambiguity, the identity of the background surface was decided for each trial, and dots conforming to that surface were eliminated in each frame, making the hourglass 'opaque' (figure 1a). As a result, the part conforming to an inner surface open to view was perceived as concave and the other part, conforming to an outer surface, was perceived as convex. The 3-D perception of the moving mask was further encouraged by colouring in slightly lighter blue hue a small range of the dot pattern near fixation but away from the target-which constructs the outer part of the concave 'cone'-and by eliminating a small range of dots near the 'boundary' of the concave surface near fixation (based on a primary pilot study). Note that the 2-D distribution of the local dots was equated in the convex and concave parts of the hourglass. Indeed, in the absence of motion (and kinetic depth cues), naive participants typically described stationary snapshots of the hourglass stimulus as two adjacent similar disks.
The stationary local targets were located one within the concave and the other within the convex area, 2.5 deg away from fixation. Target locations randomly deviated from the main axis of the hourglass within a range of ± 20° (radial angle). The targets always occluded the mask and were surrounded by a circular protection zone (radius 0.23 deg). Each target physically disappeared 6 times within a trial, but the two targets never disappeared simultaneously. The real disappearance time and duration (1.3 ± 0.18 s) varied randomly (mean interdisappearance interval 4.9 ± 1.6 s).
Design and procedure
Each participant took part in a single 1-hour session. Two tasks were performed in separate blocks. In the main task (MIB task) participants made target disappearance judgments. On each trial (initiated by pressing the 'space' bar) they were required to maintain fixation on the central square while attending to the two targets and to report each disappearance of a target (left, right, or both) by a key press ('delete', 'page down', or 'end' key, respectively), holding the key down until the target reappeared.
(1) One stimulus condition was displayed throughout each trial. Participants were encouraged to respond quickly and accurately. No feedback about performance was provided during the task. The 3-D hourglass-shaped mask was not mentioned in the instructions.
The task was performed during blocks of six 1.5 min trials, which varied both in the tilt of the hourglass-shaped mask and the location of the convex versus concave parts of the hourglass (right or left; see section 4.2). The order of the different hourglass conditions was selected pseudorandomly in each block. Participants were encouraged to take short breaks between trials and to relax their eyes.
To encourage timely and perceptually accurate reports, participants received one or two practice trials prior to the main task. In these trials the display included only two dim targets without the mask. The probability of MIB in the absence of a kinetic mask was expected to be minimal (Bonneh et al 2001) . During these trials the targets physically disappeared, according to randomly determined timing parameters. Unlike the main MIB task, participants received negative visual feedback during practice for making a slow (> 300 ms after reappearance) response or for failing to detect a real disappearance of a target.
In addition to the main task, participants took part in one block (of 6 trials) of a concavity localisation task, aimed at evaluating how consistently the apparent depth of the hourglass could be judged. Besides the difference in the task, the stimulus setting and the experimental design was similar to that used in the main task. In each trial the participant was asked to maintain fixation on the central square while attending to the kinetic blue hourglass mask and
(1) The option of simultaneous disappearance was included-although real disappearances of multiple items never occurred simultaneously-as it is a valid possibility perceptually.
ignoring the static yellow dots. Also, they were asked to report continuously, by a key press (leftward, rightward, or downward arrow), which half of the hourglass (left, right, or both, respectively) had a visible concavity (or 'has a hole') and to hold the key pressed down until they identified a new concavity status (if applicable) to which they were asked to respond correspondingly. They were told that there might or might not be a change in the concavity of the shape on each trial, and they were asked to respond as accurately as possible. In fact, the display was never changed during a trial. No feedback was provided. The participants received a short practice with the procedure before starting the experimental block. Before running this task, we asked the participant to describe the blue dynamic structure, to verify the ability to recognise the 3-D shape.
All the participants took part in one concavity localisation block. Six and nine participants completed 2 and 3 MIB blocks (of the same trial conditions), respectively. The concavity localisation block always followed the first MIB block.
Data analysis
For the analysis of the data from the MIB (main) task, key-press events were considered as responses to a real target disappearance event if the presses occurred during or shortly after the disappearance of the target(s). This was with the exception of very early responses (< 400 ms after onset of disappearance), likely to be too fast to reflect a response to the target (based on the RT distribution in the pilot data) and very slow responses (> 400 ms after reappearance of target; based on pilot data analysis). These fast or slow responses were excluded as they were unlikely to reflect the detection of real disappearances. Key-press events occurring at times not conforming to these real-event-related criteria were considered as reflecting illusory disappearances. A 'both' response for a real disappearance event was considered as a combination of a correct detection of real disappearance and an illusory response. Similarly, responses to the real disappearance of one target by pressing the key corresponding to the other target were considered as an illusory event, as we could not exclude the possibility that participants indeed perceived an illusory disappearance of the item that they reported (rather than simply pressing the wrong key). Note, however, that our exclusion criteria prevented the inclusion of data where there were systematically misidentified real disappearance events. Specifically, only data from trials which included correct detection of more than 4 of 6 real disappearance events for each target were considered as sufficiently reliable for further MIB data analysis, as this indicated that participants were attending to the task. Note also that in the paper we focus on data of illusory single-dot disappearance.
MIB data were measured for each participant in terms of the frequency of illusory disappearance reports per trial per condition as a function of the convexity status (convex/ concave) of the mask surrounding the reported target and the visual field corresponding to that target (data collapsed across tilt conditions). The data were averaged across repeated trials (in the different blocks). The results from participants who showed a very low MIB frequency across all the conditions (4 or fewer illusions per trial on average across the tilt conditions) were excluded from further analysis as they tended to be outliers and did not allow sufficient MIB sampling to compare the different conditions. The MIB duration data were not used in the data analysis, as they were too variable across trials and participants.
Analysis of the concavity localisation data was conducted only for participants whose MIB data were included in the final analysis. The time of each type of key press (left, right, or both) was summed separately across each trial, and these data were analysed in terms of the percentage of overall time of a particular response relative to the total trial time. As with the MIB data, concavity localisation data for each condition were averaged across the repeated trials.
